Mimecast Email Security with Targeted Threat Protection
for Legal Professionals
Your life and your business are in your email. Just consider the amount of intellectual
property and other confidential information sitting in your inbox. True cybersecurity
requires a defense-in-depth strategy with multiple layers of security solutions protecting
your firm. Innovative Computing Systems recommends implementing Mimecast’s Targeted
Threat Protection as one of those layers.
Mimecast’s 100% cloud-based Advanced Email Security with Targeted Threat Protection
uses multiple sophisticated detection engines and a diverse set of threat intelligence
sources to protect your firm’s email from spam, malware, phishing and targeted attacks.
Mimecast Targeted Threat Protection includes:
Mimecast Secure Messaging
A user-friendly, secure channel for sending and
receiving sensitive information via email.

URL Protect
Real-time, on-click, website scanning protects
against currently bad websites, or delayed exploits

Enterprise Information Archiving
A single, secure and accessible cloud archive for
your business’ most important information.

Impersonation Protect
Instant and comprehensive protection from the
latest malware-less social engineering-based email
attacks, often called CEO fraud, impersonation,
whaling or business email compromise.

Large File Send
Overcome message and attachment size limits to
easily send large files securely.
Attachment Protect
Multi-layered malicious attachment protection,
including conversion to a safe format, static file
analysis, and sandboxing.

Microsoft and Office 365
Security layer that works with or independent of
Office 365 for defense in depth.
Advanced Threat Security S1
Cloud email security services that help to protect
your organization from advanced email threats like
spear-phishing and impersonation.

Protect your firm’s email and information today. Contact an Innovative Computing Systems Account
Executive at 1-800-541-0540 or sales@innovativecomp.com.
About Innovative Computing Systems, Inc.
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